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Orla lockers are a cost effective solution for achieving dependable and robust storage.
Made from a combination of powder-coated steel and aluminum, these lockers come in a
wide range of colours and are guaranteed to stand the test of time.

Powder coated mild steel doors with slim-line
semi-concealed hinges
Aluminium carcasses powder coated in range of
colours
Wide range of configurations and sizes offered
in addition to the standard sizes shown
Metal escutcheon plate for holding a name or
number card
Cam-locks as standard, with range of other
options including RFID & combination locks
Several integral benching configurations
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Specifications

ORLA STEEL LOCKERS
Reference: Maxwood ORLA STEEL LOCKERS
LOCKER CARCASS
Core Material: Manufactured from 0.8mm aluminium.
Base: Formed as part of the 60 mm integral plinth with floor fixing points.
Colour/ Finish: Polyester powder coated to colour chosen from Maxwood selector
(or RAL of your choice - extra cost).
DOORS
Core Material: Manufactured from 0.8mm aluminium.
Colour/ Finish: Polyester powder coated to colour chosen from Maxwood selector
(or RAL of your choice - extra cost).
IRONMONGERY / ACCESSORIES
Hinge: Steel ‘five knuckle’ semi concealed hinge.
Lock Type: Robust cam lock with two keys.
Numbering: Plastic escutcheon plate for holding a name or number card.
Hooks: Hanging rail & coat hooks fitted in one & two compartment lockers.
PLINTH
Lockers fixed onto a floor mounted MRDMF ladder work plinth, which is faced in a
laminate of client’s choice.
DIMENSIONS
H 1775mm W 300mm D 450mm (allow additional 2mm between lockers for lateral
fixings).
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OPTIONAL ENHANCEMENTS
- Lock options:
- Digital combination lock
- RFID touchless lock
- Coin refund lock
- Swivel latch - for users own padlock.
- Numbering options:
- Engraved numbering to doors
- Vinyl numbering to doors
- Integral Opex bench (with or without HPL under panels)
- End panels for exposed locker sides
- Above locker panels - secret fixed laminate bulkhead panels to ceiling
- Sloped top capping - ideal for anti-storage or hygiene requirements
Note: Any optional enhancements required are clarified at point of specification.

